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Living         Bedroom         Bathroom         Kitchen





wet bar 
white grain white oak 
designed with Poritz & Studio



ridge wall shelf 
with plate groove option 
bleached white oak



entryway closet 
hand-painted  
modern frame and panel 
designed with Studio IQL





media unit 
natural white oak 
lacquered ridge panel 
designed with Jarret Yoshida



cupboard 
white grain white oak and glass 
modern frame and panel 
designed with Poritz & Studio



media unit 
lacquered panel  
designed with Michele Plachter Design



ridge wall shelves 
integrated lighting 
bleached white oak



Living         Bedroom         Bathroom         Kitchen



closet 
lacquered panel 
designed with Studio IQL



closet 
painted panel 
designed with Grace Song Studio



armoire 
natural walnut 
ebonized walnut pulls 
designed with Jarret Yoshida



Living         Bedroom         Bathroom         Kitchen



photo by Grace Song



bathroom vanity 
hand painted 
brass legs 
designed with Grace Song Studio 
photo by Grace Song



bathroom vanity 
white grain white oak 
designed with Poritz & Studio



bathroom vanity 
white grain white oak 
designed with Poritz & Studio



bathroom vanity 
rounded frame and panel 
natural white oak 
designed with studio briquette



bathroom vanity 
lacquered 
rounded frame and panel 
designed with studio briquette



bathroom vanity 
fluted panel 
natural / ebonized white oak 
designed with Jarret Yoshida



Living         Bedroom         Bathroom         Kitchen





kitchen 
flat panel 
white grain white oak 
designed with Grace Song Studio



kitchen 
traditional frame and panel 
bleached white oak  
frosted glass





kitchen 
modern frame and panel 
white grain white oak  
designed with Poritz & Studio



kitchen 
raised edge panel 
ebonized white oak 
designed with studio briquette 
photo by Katherine Lundberg



Project Journey 

1. You’ve accepted our estimate and placed a 
deposit for a project. 

2. We’ll schedule a preliminary design meeting 
and/or site visit with you to determine the 
project’s details and scope of work.  

3. A project proposal is then put together, 
including finish samples and drawings, which 
will be presented to you for your approval.  

4. Once the proposal is approved, we’ll provide 
the project’s estimated completion date and   
the project goes into production. 

5. Updates will be communicated throughout    
the production process, including an exact 
completion date as the project nears 
completion.  

6. Upon completion, we’ll schedule a delivery   
and installation date with you and your clients.



4865 Stenton Ave, Philadelphia, PA  

info@edgewoodmade.com 

267-331-5356 


